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About This Game
Tactera is a Real-Time Strategy game played on a “virtual tabletop”. Comes with VR (Vive/Rift) and non-VR versions!
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So you get into the game, do the tutorial, and then about 2 matches of the campaign and youre all done. Thats literally
everything thats in the whole 14,99u20ac game. Its just playing matches with only 12 different units over and over again versus
some easy A.I There is multiplayer, but noone playing the game (of course) Gameplay (from the units to selecting them and
issuing commands): Meh. Could be better. Not your usual RTS controls. Visuals: Just lines. And although its possible to make a
game look good with just lines this game hasnt achieved that. Price: Should be a free game. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME NOR
THE 4 TERRIBLE VR STRATEGY GAMES BUNDLE! NONE OF EM ARE WORTH IT! I hate that i didnt refund this
before it was too late. I warn you. You will regret buying this game later.. So you get into the game, do the tutorial, and then
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about 2 matches of the campaign and youre all done. Thats literally everything thats in the whole 14,99u20ac game. Its just
playing matches with only 12 different units over and over again versus some easy A.I There is multiplayer, but noone playing
the game (of course) Gameplay (from the units to selecting them and issuing commands): Meh. Could be better. Not your usual
RTS controls. Visuals: Just lines. And although its possible to make a game look good with just lines this game hasnt achieved
that. Price: Should be a free game. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME NOR THE 4 TERRIBLE VR STRATEGY GAMES
BUNDLE! NONE OF EM ARE WORTH IT! I hate that i didnt refund this before it was too late. I warn you. You will regret
buying this game later.. A simple yet satisfying RTS, highly recommended if you like the genre.. A simple yet satisfying RTS,
highly recommended if you like the genre.
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